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Overview of Session
• Introduction

• Federal Tax Law 
• Limits on private use 

• Mixed use projects and equity
• Things change: remedial action

• Investment of bond proceeds
• Arbitrage and investment of bond proceeds

• Federal Securities Law
• Speaking to the market
• Ongoing disclosure
• Voluntary disclosure

• Paying off debt early: refundings

• Questions?
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Federal Tax Law Requirements - Overview
Internal Revenue Code and regulations govern:

• How bond proceeds can be spent:

• Generally must be spent on capital expenditures

• Costs of issuance and working capital exceptions

• Use of financed asset

• The investment and arbitrage of bond proceeds

Set expectations at closing:

• Tax Certificate 

• Form 8038-G 
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General Private Use Restrictions

Nonqualified “Private Activity Bond” = TAXABLE

Two ways to have a private activity bond: 

1. Private Loans

• 5% test

2. Private business use plus private payments or security

• 10% test

• $15 million limitation

Polling Question #1
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Private Business Users

Generally, “Private Business Use” means:

• Use (directly or indirectly)

• Of a financed facility

• In a “trade or business”

• Carried on by any nongovernmental person 

• Corporations, partnerships or any other entity engaged in business

• Federal government and federal government agencies 

• Natural persons engaged in a trade or business

• Exempt organizations 
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Types of Private Business Use

Private ownership of the financed facility

Lease of the facility to a private business user

Nonqualified management contract

Nonqualified output contract

Nonqualified research agreements

Joint Ventures

Special legal entitlement

Special economic benefit 
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Common Exceptions to Private Business Use

General Public Use
• Use by a member of the general public (natural persons not engaged in trade 

or business) is not private use 
• Use pursuant to generally applicable and uniformly applied rate schedules
• No priority rights or preferential benefits

Incidental use

• Kiosks, payphones, vending machines

• Nonpossessory use; aggregate less than 2.5% of the facility

Short term use

Other exceptions: Agent, use incidental to financing arrangements, 

temporary use by developers
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Identifying the Projects – Qualified Equity
Qualified Equity (QE) is defined as:

• Bonds or other obligations that are not tax-advantaged:

• Regular taxable bonds are not ‘tax-advantaged’

• Build America Bonds and tax credit bonds are ‘tax-advantaged’

• Funds that are not derived from a borrowing 

• Bond proceeds and equity are spent contemporaneously on the 
same project (“Same plan of financing”)

Goal:  Have enough qualified equity in each project to allocate to the expected private use

Private use is allocated first to “qualified equity” that financed the project and then to the 
bond proceeds that financed the project.  Identifying and tracking qualified equity is very 
important.
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When Things Change: Remedial Action
Start with Reasonable Expectations

Change in use and deliberate action

Types of remedial action:

• Redeem or defease “nonqualified bonds”

• Alternative use of disposition proceeds

• Alternative use of the facility

• Beg for mercy (not technically a remedial action, but sometimes possible)

New rule allows “anticipatory remedial action”

Polling Question #2
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Investment and Arbitrage
Arbitrage is borrowing in one market (tax-exempt) and investing in a different 
market (taxable) at a higher rate. Historically, this has been easy because of the 
difference between taxable and tax-exempt rates. 

Tax Certificate signed at closing to document “reasonable expectations” of the 
issuer

Two sets of rules:

• Yield Restriction – can you earn it?

• Rebate – if you earn it, can you keep it?
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Funds and Accounts
“Gross Proceeds” of the bonds are subject to the arbitrage regulations and include 
sale proceeds, investment proceeds, replacement proceeds and transferred 
proceeds.

Typical accounts holding gross proceeds may include:

• Debt Service Fund

• Project Fund

• Costs of Issuance Fund

• Debt Service Reserve Fund

• Look out for additional funds that might be pledged to the bonds or serve as 
collateral
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Funds and Accounts
All bond proceeds must be accounted for 

Even if a fund is not yield restricted, earnings over the bond yield may be required 
to be rebated to the federal government

• Exceptions to rebate

• Rebate due not later than 5 years after the issue date and every 5 years 
thereafter; and 60 days after bonds mature or are refunded
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Unspent Proceeds
Potential scenarios:

• Project going slower than originally planned

• “Found” unspent bond proceeds later

Call Bond/Tax Counsel

Spend proceeds on qualified costs

Document, document, document

• Reasons for delay (e.g. COVID-19 etc.), what funds were ultimately spent on, 
how invested before spent

• Consider supplementing Tax Certificate to capture ultimate use

Other remedies
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Post-Issuance Tax Law Tips
Key documents

• Tax Certificate, 8038, debt manual and and post issuance compliance policy 

Monitor use of bond financed facility

• Track any private use and qualified equity

• Review use agreements/contracts with eye for private use

Document how bond proceeds were invested, when they were spent, what they 
were spent on

Retain records for life of the bonds (plus any refunding bonds), PLUS three years 

• Note: longer than State law document retention requirements

Appropriate level of training

• Finance staff, project managers, legal department, users of facility
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Federal Securities Laws
Big picture considerations

• There is no direct regulation by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of 
municipal issuers
• But, SEC indirectly regulates municipal securities through direct regulation of 

brokers/dealers (Rule 15c2-12), and municipal financial advisors
• But, SEC enforces market discipline through application of “anti-fraud” 

provisions of securities laws (including Rule 10b-5) to ensure efficient/fair 
market

Anti-fraud provisions are triggered in three main contexts:
• Primary disclosure (e.g. Official Statement)
• Secondary market disclosure (required or voluntary filings on EMMA)
• Other communications “reasonably expected to reach investors”

Polling Question #3
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Speaking to the Market Post Issuance
Anti-fraud requirements apply to all investor communications
• Filings posted to Electronic Municipal Market Access website (emma.msrb.org)

• Contractual obligation under a continuing disclosure undertaking
• Voluntary filings made on EMMA

• Information on the issuer’s website (such as on an investor relations webpage)
• Direct communications with investors (or potential investors)
• Press releases and other formal statements of the issuer that are intended to 

reach investors
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Antifraud Requirements
Rule 10b-5 and Section 17(a) of the Securities Act

• It shall be unlawful for any person…to make

• any untrue statement of a material fact or 

• to omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements 
made, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not 
misleading, 

• in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.
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Antifraud Requirements
Key distinction between 10b-5 and 17(a) is intent

• For 10b-5 violation, SEC must show there was intent to defraud

• Recklessness is sufficient to established scienter (a mental state embracing intent to deceive, 
manipulate or defraud) under Rule 10b-5 

• Recklessness is highly unreasonable conduct that is an extreme departure from the standards 
of ordinary care

• Danger need not be known

• Must at least be so obvious that any reasonable person would have known of it

Based on SEC settlements: negligence is sufficient to establish a violation of Section 17(a)

• no finding of scienter (intent to defraud) is required

• “knew or should have known” standard for establishing negligence

• Failure by an actor to conform conduct to the standard of a reasonable person under 
like circumstances

• SEC staff: did you adhere to industry standards?
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Antifraud Requirements
Case law defines materiality: 

• there is a substantial likelihood 

• that a reasonable bond investor 

• would consider it important in making an investment decision

There must be a substantial likelihood that a fact "would have been viewed by the 
reasonable investor as having significantly altered the 'total mix' of information 
made available.”

In sum all communications to investors must be true, accurate and complete
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Post Issuance Communications: 
Ongoing Disclosure Under SEC Rule 15c2-12

Rule 15c2-12 under the Exchange Act indirectly regulates municipal securities 
offerings by directly regulating the actions of broker-dealers (i.e., underwriters).  
The Rule requires an underwriter, prior to bidding for, purchasing, or selling a 
primary offering of municipal securities, to: 

1. Obtain/review “deemed final” official statement 

2. Reasonably determine that an issuer has undertaken in a written agreement to 
provide the MSRB (through EMMA) with certain specified continuing 
disclosures, including annual financial information, and notices of certain listed 
events – Continuing Disclosure
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Ongoing Disclosure Undertaking Rule 15c2-12
Contractual obligation

Undertaking found in Continuing Disclosure Certificate, Bond Resolution, or Bond Ordinance

Note: undertakings may differ between issues

Tip:  find copies of the original undertakings and keep them with any policies and 
procedures

Two main parts

1.  Annual filings: financial information and operating data

• Information due by deadline (e.g. September 30) 

• If audited information is unavailable, file unaudited by deadline with audit to be filed as 
soon as it is available

• If late, file notice of late filing

2.  Timely notice of the occurrence of a listed event

• Must be filed within 10 business days of the occurrence of the event
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Ongoing Disclosure Undertaking Rule 15c2-12
(1) Principal and interest payment delinquencies

(2) Non-payment related defaults, if material

(3) Unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties

(4) Unscheduled draws on credit enhancements reflecting financial difficulties

(5) Substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perform

(6) Adverse tax opinions and similar events affecting tax status of the security

(7) Modifications to rights of security holders, if material

(8) Bond calls, if material, and tender offers

(9) Defeasances

(10) Release, substitution, or sale of property securing the securities, if material

(11) Rating changes

(12) Bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or similar event

(13) Merger/consolidation/acquisition, if material

(14) Appointment of successor or additional trustee or trustee name change, if material
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Ongoing Disclosure Undertaking Rule 15c2-12

The SEC amended Rule 15c2-12 for offerings that close on or after February 27, 
2019, to add two new listed events requiring prompt disclosure to investors:

(15) (i) incurrence of a financial obligation of the obligated person, if material, or 
(ii) agreement to covenants, events of default, remedies, priority rights, or other 
similar terms of a financial obligation of the obligated person, any of which affect 
security holders, if material

(16) default, event of acceleration, termination event, modification of terms or 
other similar events under a financial obligation of the obligated person, any of 
which reflect financial difficulties
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“Financial Obligation”
Debt obligation -
• Obligation to repay borrowed money
• Direct purchase by an investor
• Loan from a bank or government agency
• Line of credit
• Lease entered into to borrow money
• Obligation that could affect 
• Issuer/obligor liquidity
• Issuer/obligor credit
• Bondholders’ rights

Derivative - Derivative instrument entered into in connection with, or pledged as 
security or a source of payment for, an existing or planned debt obligation
Guarantee - Guarantee of a debt obligation or derivative instrument – includes 
self-liquidity and other contingent arrangements
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“Financial Obligation”
Documenting compliance
• Consider creating inventory of all financial obligations
• Review new financing instruments/leases with eye towards potential disclosure
• Central point of communication where feasible
• Periodic review of existing financial obligations
Keep in mind future underwriter/lender will need to diligence compliance
Who is required to file notice and what form should it take?

Helpful resource:
• MSRB offers on its website a free webinar entitled “Frequently Asked Questions 

Related to Amended SEC Rule 15c2-12,” recorded January 17, 2019.
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“Financial Obligation”
Materiality and financial difficulty standards

• The amendment requires notice of incurrence of a financial obligation, if 
material, and notice of certain events involving financial obligations that 
reflect financial difficulties

The final Rule does not define or provide any new guidance on materiality, 
deferring instead to existing case law: 

• Materiality determinations should be based on whether the information 
would be important to the total mix of information made available to the 
reasonable investor

• A dollar threshold can be a useful starting point

• Immaterial obligations may in the aggregate reach a materiality threshold

• Take into consideration any qualitative factors

• “Reflecting financial difficulties” is to be applied per current 15c2-12
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Voluntary Disclosure
Any disclosures made that are not required by ongoing disclosure undertaking

COVID-19 Disclosure

• Rise in voluntary disclosures related to impacts of COVID-19

• In May of 2020, the Chairman of the SEC and Director of the Office of Municipal 
Securities issued a joint statement on the importance of disclosure for municipal 
markets, requesting that issuers “provide investors with as much information about their 
current financial and operating condition as is reasonably practicable.” 

• The statement further included the observation that, “in today’s markets, the typical 
practice of providing historical financial information in the form of an annual information 
filing or similar disclosure may not enable investors to make informed assessments of the 
municipal issuer’s current and expected future financial condition.”
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Post-Issuance Securities Law Tips
Key documents

• Ongoing disclosure undertakings, official statements, debt manual and post issuance 
compliance policy 

Document, document, document

• Keep a written record of any financial obligation or the incurrence of an obligation 
determined to not require disclosure

Document individual(s) responsible for reviewing information for completeness and 
accuracy and posting it to EMMA

Monitor websites and use appropriate disclaimers

Retain copies of all EMMA filings/confirmations

Appropriate level of training

• Finance staff, legal department, individuals preparing disclosure

Call Bond/Tax Counsel 
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Refinancing Outstanding Debt
Most debt can be paid off early or refunded (e.g. refinanced) with new debt
• Refinancing debt for interest rate savings, to relieve issuer from covenants, restructuring, etc.
• Long-term debt typically sold with 10 year par call feature
Refunding options
• Current refunding – issuing new refunding bonds and using the proceeds to pay off outstanding 

bonds within 90 days of the call date
• Advance refunding - issuing new debt and paying off old debt more than 90 days prior to the call 

date
• Tax law change – cannot advance refund outstanding tax-exempt debt with new tax-exempt 

debt
• Exception for refunding tax-advantaged bonds (e.g. build America bonds)
• Options available 

• Taxable refunding (taxable bonds issued to refinance tax-exempt bonds)
• Forward-delivery bonds (contractual agreement to lock in rates now, with bonds to be 

issued at a future date, within 90 days of call date)
• Borrow for capital projects and use cash for defeasance/refunding
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Questions?
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